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Description:

From In this exhaustively researched examination of Babe Ruth's storied career, Jenkinson argues
that the Bambino was the greatest slugger of all time, not Barry Bonds, not Sammy Sosa, not Hank
Aaron, and not Roger Maris. To make his point, he approaches Ruth from three perspectives. First,
he discusses and analyzes Ruth's historic batting power, relying on original newspaper accounts.
Second, he examines Ruth's "hidden" career of about 800 exhibition games. Third, he does a degree-
of-difficulty analysis between the various conditions (equipment, medical sophistication, and press
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scrutiny, among other factors) Ruth experienced and those of sluggers in other eras. For example,
Ruth injured a knee early in his career, and it was a recurring problem. It would have been easily
repaired with modern medicine. Current conventional sports wisdom holds modern athletes are
bigger, faster, stronger, and therefore better. Here we have the carefully researched, imaginatively
argued contrary position. Great reading for any baseball fan, but especially those whose passions
are ignited by comparisons of players from different eras. Wes Lukowsky
Copyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.

Review "In a fresh perspective on Ruth's position in the pantheon of sport and American heroes, we
are spared `gee-whiz' adulation and presented with meticulous research that stands on its own." --
Denver Post

"This fascinating, in-depth study (based on 28 years of research!) argues that Ruth hit baseballs
farther than any man in the game--ever." -- Playboy --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.
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